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ABSTRACT

The Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm with its vast range of heterogeneous connecting technologies heralds a new era for internet research, especially given that this explosion in connectivity for devices or ‘things’ is not without risk. Scholars recognise that IoT security concerns persist and that evidence highlighting increasing cyber-security vulnerabilities requires attention. Currently IoT security literature confirms: industry confusion, lack of clear standards, interoperability fears and security problems (with reference to identity, authentication, access control, protocol and network security, privacy, and trust and governance difficulties all within the IoT technology realm). In short, there is urgent need for governance in IoT to avoid unstructured fragmentation of architectures, protocols and identification systems, and responsibilities. To address anticipated future numbers of IoT devices, a secure, scalable, yet flexible solution is needed to work across a range of technologies and dynamic environments. Specific industries such as the Western Australian (WA) Mining and Resource sector, whilst recognised as an early adopter of technology/ IoT applications, is also currently seeking security solutions that provide competitive advantage. To this end, the research being conducted here is utilising qualitative methodologies (alongside document analyses), and specific real-world/live case-studies towards relevant organisations’ IoT cyber-security decision making, with a view to developing best-practice cross-party guidance(s). Work here is at its early stages; ultimately variables identified and subsequently validated shall go towards a new developed design guide for the deployment of Information Technology/ Operational Technology and IoT environments, to address IoT security concerns, applicable to (major WA mining and resources companies and) the energy and resources generally.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been a rapid uptake of converging both Information Technology (IT) and Operational Technology (OT) environments as organisations seek to improve their bottom line by reducing costs [25]. Now with the evolving world of connected Internet of Things (IoT), these same businesses are fast identifying the new global advantages that IoT may bring to international and competitive markets. The resources and mining industry in Western Australian (WA) is a case in point.

Mining in the resource rich state of WA is of great importance, largely due to the enormous economic benefits it brings. The mining industry, in WA alone, added AUS$79 billion (US$60 billion) to state government revenue in 2013-14 [33]. This value was more than 5% of Australia’s total Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Therefore, any potential disruption or impact to this sector could have devastating economic and potentially safety repercussions; thus any deployment(s) of the IoT used for mining must be delivered safely, to a standard and be made secure.

One of the major advantages the IoT brings to mining is the ability to aid the optimisation of the digital supply chain [21] through the introduction of disruptive-technologies like the IoT, rather than relying on traditional optimisation of the physical supply-chain that can sometimes be cost prohibitive.

This observation is supported anecdotally; the author, as the Technology-Lead working for a tier one global mining company in WA, is leading projects already seeking to introduce private Long Term Evolution (LTE or 4G) as the next generation wireless solutions across the company’s global operations. This enterprise LTE (eLTE) network is acting as an enabler or platform for further disruptive technologies such as data analytics (big data), that the company can then leverage to unlock further value from their (iron ore) assets, by not only increasing productivity and safety, but also provide a much needed platform for the future of mining-autonomy.

For mining companies to achieve these types of productivity goals and efficiencies, using advanced wireless platforms like eLTE, they will also need to consider their strategy for the IoT. The IoT is considered the next significant evolution of the internet; its main
components include Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) tags, actuators, human wearables (activity trackers that are wireless-enabled wearable technologies) and of course the sensors, which are already in abundance within the mining industry and primarily used for machine-to-machine (M2M) functionality. Fundamentally, the IoT for mining allows these ‘things’ or devices to interact with each other, their environments and the internet, which is then expected to provide a dramatic increase in the uptake of the IoT globally. As a result, it has been stated that the potential scale of the IoT could approach a trillion sensors within the decade (across a multitude of applications encompassing mining and resources extraction plant and the like) [3]. Not only is the sheer potential scale of the IoT worrying, it is the IoT’s unique heterogeneity (which may be considered both an advantage and a drawback) which also poses a challenge particularly in relation to cyber-security.

Figure 1 provides a graphical understanding of the relationships between IoT, O/T and M2M and security.

![Figure 1 - Relationship between IoT, O/T, M2M and security](image)

There exists an emerging, large body of growing evidence, which now highlights the increasing cyber-security awareness in relation to the developing security vulnerabilities currently facing the IoT.

For example, Gartner, the global leader in both IT research and IT advisory, predict that ‘by 2017, 30% of threat intelligence services will include vertical-market security intelligence information from the IoT’ [7].

Therefore, despite all the IoT advantages, security is the foremost reason put forward for resisting acceptance of this rapidly evolving technology into the mainstream. It is expected that only when these security impediments are addressed, can greater focus be applied to the many other perceived organisational concerns for corporate, business and operational responses to the IoT. Fundamentally, these organisational issues are seen as: the lack of business involvement in IoT security strategy; confusion regarding organisational ownership of IoT; and IoT lacking widely accepted agreements on security standards, specifications, policies, processes, governance, frameworks and guidelines.

This work seeks to address these gaps.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows; the next section presents a sample of the literature review as part of this study, including, IoT standards, security and application in mining. Followed by the proposed methodology and conclusion.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Many studies have examined the IoT focusing on various parts of the technology and/or its applications. Where some studies have focused on other aspects of IoT, others have specifically examined IoT standards, IoT security, and the IoT with its application for mining.

There do not seem to be any established IoT standards or frameworks tailored for IoT in mining, which have specifically considered aspects such as identity and access control, protocol and network security (i.e. integrity, confidentiality and authentication methods), privacy, trust management, and interoperability, which are all crucial to the IoT’s success for mining and resources.

2.1 IoT and the OSI model

When understanding the very heterogeneity of the IoT, all ‘seven layers (physical, data-link, network, transport, session, presentation, and application layers) of the Open Systems Interconnection reference model (OSI model) have been either discussed emphasised in some way, but rarely has any of the research taken a holistic view of the OSI model when analysing IoT communications in a multifaceted approach.

According to Yu et al. [37], the implementation of secure end-to-end (E2E) communications based on protocols primarily used between internet nodes and sensors can be applied at separate layers of the OSI model; the three main layers for implementing security they found were at the network, transport and application layers. They also found evidence that providing security on the IoT devices themselves was unsuitable due to the sensors themselves lacking the necessary processing power and therefore likened traditional cyber-security countermeasures application to sensors as a denial of service (DoS) attack [37]. Fundamentally, Yu et al. [37] assert that conventional IT security protocols established for the internet usually depend on both symmetric authentication and key management established on public key algorithms. As a result, applying this design philosophy is unsuitable in sensor networks due to the heavily resource constrained nodes themselves. However, Yu et al. [37] did note as part of their study that many standards organisations are presently and vigorously creating standards for the development of sensor network infrastructure.

Alternatively, others scholars like Chen and Lien [5] have taken a different approach when exploring IoT communications and the OSI model. They focused their attention on the physical layer, and they considered other layers too, such as the data link layer, specifically, the Media Access Control (MAC) layer, and the lower sublayer of the data link layer. During their research, Chen and Lien [5] also examined the various wireless infrastructures as per the standards such as Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1), Zigbee (IEEE 802.15.4), and WiFi (IEEE 802.11), before finally pursuing 3GPP
(Long Term Evolution - LTE) as the standard for their conceptual model when testing their M2M theories for devices (things). They discovered that, due to the heterogeneous nature of IoT, there exists a number of design issues, and there remains much needed research still to be completed for specifics such like network architecture for both IP wireless LANs and LTE [5].

Research for the IoT has also intensified on the upper layers (transport, session, presentation, application layers) of the OSI model. A number of studies have turned their attention to authentication and access control methods used in the IoT. An example of this was a project delivered by Ndibanje et al. [23]. It was their objective to conduct a thorough review of a previous study by Jing et al. [18]. Specifically, they analysed the method and cryptanalysis of the architecture and authentication process, access control method and session key establishment that the Jing et al. [18] study previously presented. Ndibanje et al. [23] determined that, when evaluating the Jing et al. [18] IoT authentication methods, they found that their proposed protocol ‘is vulnerable to compromised device attacks and replay attacks’ [23]. Moreover, their results demonstrated that the amended protocol actually placates the requirements of the key security services in the IoT such as ‘confidentiality, integrity and authenticity and achieves better efficiency at a lower communication cost’ [23].

It becomes clear that an emerging technology such as IoT when devoid of any widely accepted standards can be a challenge. This fact has not gone unnoticed by scholars. The research here seeks therefore to explicitly develop best-practice standardisation guidelines for the mining and resources industry in Western Australia.

### 2.2 IoT standards

A number of studies have found a lack of any widely accepted (and ratified) standards for IoT; the mining industry in WA as a case-in-point. To build towards a mining-specific model, the broader range of industry studies requires discussion.

The study by Qiu et al. [26] found that, with respect to IoT specifically, ‘standards are needed to overcome these differences, address the common requirements among diversity sectors, and support a wide range of applications’...and that ‘standards are, and will continue, to play an important role both within an organization or entity and across organizations’ [26]. This hypothesis was when Qiu et al. [26] were referring to specifically the application of IoT in real-time tracking of assets and their interactions.

Hence, even though the current IoT landscape for standards may be considered undeveloped, this has not inhibited researchers at least examining the process.

The approach taken by Kai et al. [19] attempted to gather data on IoT standards and report the findings on the status of these standards and more importantly, the process to establish them.

Their report titled *Standardising the Internet of Things: What the Experts Think* was aimed at creating preliminary recommendations for developing a process for practitioners and adopters on how IoT standards are set. Ultimately, it was their view that the process for setting today’s standards for IoT could be considered adequate; however, they did find that large manufacturers and solution providers, and not industry subject matter experts dominated the process. Also, they found that normal Information Communication Technology (ICT) standardisation does not appear to be even close to being sufficiently represented in the standardisation process concerning the IoT, and the consumer was barely represented in the IoT standards’ working groups at all [19].

A lack of any commonly accepted standards for IoT is cause for concern when we consider these technologies in a very safety conscious and engineering standards intensive industry such as mining.

However, it is not only traditional engineering and communication standards for the IoT that are causing angst; specific IoT security standards are also causing concern.

Academics such as Sicari et al. [32] advocate that the ‘IoT requires guarantees for security and privacy’ [32]. Their study also found that, when considering customary security countermeasures, they appear to struggle when attempting to seamlessly translate across the IT to IoT divide. Their research also highlighted the lack of standards. They provided evidence that this problem is largely due to the dissimilar standards and communication stacks employed by both technologies. Moreover, Sicari et al. [32] also found that, due to the large amounts of interconnected devices in IoT, scalability issues are encountered; and therefore more flexible infrastructure is required to accommodate the security threats in such a dynamic environment.

### 2.3 IoT security

There have been many empirical studies centring their attention on the IoT security. For example, a study by Roman et al. [28] found that one of the major impediments to the widespread adoption of IoT is security concerns [28]. The Roman et al. [28] view is consistent with that of Ashraf and Habaebi [1] who assert that ‘Security represents a critical component for enabling the worldwide adoption of IoT technologies and applications’ [1].

This notion is also supported by the study undertaken by Qiu et al. [26], who also found that ‘security and privacy are two major concerns in building the IoT infrastructure’...and also that ‘security of IoT technologies and applications is the key in gaining common acceptance’ [26]. Qiu et al.’s [26] findings were also consistent with those of Guo et al. [13] whose study had also previously demonstrated that one of the main impediments for success with IoT is that ‘the sharing of data in opportunistic IoT applications can raise significant security concerns, with information being sensitive and vulnerable to privacy attacks’ [13].

Security and privacy of the IoT was also examined by Hernández-Ramos et al. [15], they discovered that the latest improvements on pervasive computing and communication technologies, allow a smooth integration of smart devices within the internet, and it also enables a new generation of innovative and useful services for people. However, they also found one main disadvantage to this hypothesis, which was, in order to achieve maximum benefit of these technologically advanced ecosystems, security and privacy...
fears needed to be properly confronted. This was the basis for their research titled SAFIR: Secure Access Framework for IoT-Enabled Services on Smart Buildings. At the completion of their study they had developed a new security framework to give a universal approach on how to handle security and privacy necessities in IoT situations.

The proposed Hernández-Ramos et al. [15] IoT security framework was based on a three-layered model consisting of a Communications Layer, containing functions such as routing, mobility and gateways. This layer communicates with the Core Components Layer, which encompasses tasks such as management, service, IoT and the security module. The security module comprises additional sub-modules, which are authentication, identity management, authorisation, trust and key management. The final layer of the framework is the Applications Layer. It communicates directly with the Core Components Layer, which facilitates roles such as cloud clients, applications, management interfaces and services.

In direct contrast to the existing current Internet, IoT communication patterns are regularly constructed on short and unpredictable links between objects without a previously recognised trust relationship. Moreover, it is this exact trust issue that the proposed Hernández-Ramos et al. [15] IoT framework comprising main security and privacy components, is expected to overcome.

Elmaghraby and Losavio [9] conducted another study investigating security and privacy concerns. Their project was called Cyber Security Challenges in Smart Cities: Safety, Security and Privacy. The main aim of this study was to examine in detail two important aspects of IoT issues, which are related: security and privacy, and ultimately understand their impact on smarter cities. When referring to the term 'cyber-security', Elmaghraby and Losavio [9] consider it the illegal access to information and attacks, which cause disruption to service and availability. They were also concerned about the disappearance of privacy among ‘digital citizens’ As part of their work, Elmaghraby and Losavio [9] explored privacy protecting systems that collect data and activate an emergency response when required. These are also technological challenges that are interrelated with the present IoT security issues. Another goal of their research was to present a new model which represented the relationship among the person, servers and things, which, according to Elmaghraby and Losavio [9], are major components in smart cities and ones which ‘we need to protect’. Because of this project (which had a greater legal emphasis than a technical one), they found that the civil liberties privacy matters concerning data held in IoT devices for smart cities, did not outweigh the benefits that having the IoT brings to those cities.

Although the Elmaghraby and Losavio [9] study did address many IoT security and privacy concerns, their study was limited to smarter cities and neglected other industries like mining or manufacturing.

An example of a study that did focus on the application of IoT security in other industries was Grieco et al.’s [12]. Their research found that security represents the ‘cornerstone of the entire IoT-aided robotics world’ [12]. The significance of IoT security for functions like robotics, automation and other M2M applications should not be underestimated. Understanding exactly how important IoT cyber-security for M2M communications is further advanced by the work of Chen and Lien [5]. Their study found that M2M communications encompass specific exchanges between both the cyber and physical worlds, which then present a number of different issues in security and privacy.

It is therefore crucial that these IoT security fundamentals specifically, are addressed, when considered in heavily dependent M2M environments like mining, where safety concerns are paramount. What is encouraging is the amount of studies that have been conducted in the area of IoT security specifically, although research thus far does not appear to have led to the development of many thorough cyber-security frameworks and/or guidance for adopters and practitioners to follow when executing IoT deployments, particularly in mining environments.

2.4 IoT and mining

The IoT in mining has enormous benefits particularly with the enhanced management of assets and infrastructure, as per Figure 2.

![Figure 2 - IoT for Mining](image)

Cognisant of the plethora of benefits the IoT may bring to mining, yet focusing on modelling for worker protection, academics such as Yu-fang and Jin-xing [36] evaluated the function of the IoT and the digital mine, with the purpose of improving much needed mine safety in China. Their study, called Using the Internet of Things Technology: Constructing Digital Mine, sought to provide a framework for using IoT technology for the construction of a digital mine, and thereby improve designs without risking workers’ safety. Understandably, the research was based on the notion that the new IoT technology would eventually be applied to normal mining production practices in Chinese coal mines. Yu-fang and Jin-xing [36] achieved this by developing the digital mine, which was a ‘virtual expression’ of an actual coalmine. This purely theoretical
mine comprised many complex IT systems in a newly developed framework: multiple platforms, databases, Geographic Information System (GIS) data, production networks (both wired and wireless) the internet, physical sensors and multiple systems for both IT and OT.

Another Chinese research study that concentrated on mining and the IoT was one conducted by Qiuping et al. [27]. The research undertaken by Qiuping et al. [27] undertook an in-depth analysis of all the existing study content associated with mining IoT key technologies and the application of IoT in mines, specifically underground mines. Many of these technologies are required to be IP (Ingress Protection) rated and intrinsically safe due to the ever present risk of disaster caused by floods, fire, gas and dust explosions, cave-ins and the potential for toxic gas releases. The researchers concluded that the technology of IoT application in underground mines can achieve ‘precise environment perception and early-warning’ for disasters, and the technology can achieve ‘precise positioning and automatic identification for underground coal miners and early warning of these disasters’ [27].

Further to the previous research, Yinghua et al. [35] continued on the IoT for Chinese mines theme with a study aptly titled Discussion on Application of IOT Technology in Coal Mine Safety Supervision. Their objective was to provide a means to use the IoT to aid the coal mining authorities to strengthen the supervision for those enterprises charged with the responsibility for implementing safety in those mines. Their research also analysed the application of the IoT with coalmine safety thoroughly and examined the use of remote sensing technologies. Yinghua et al. [35] showed that, through the adoption of IoT technology, coal-mining safety in China could be given greater priority, specifically with the adoption of the IoT. Which, can therefore be used to track personnel, potentially, illegally moving into restricted or unauthorised areas by the use of a software application that has Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) to define geographical boundaries as a virtual barrier called ‘geofencing’. IoT can also enhance emergency response capabilities and accident investigations.

The potential benefits for the application of the IoT in mining could be enormous. Providing connectivity between heterogeneous technologies is an achievement; however, studies point out that it should also be secure. This conundrum has plagued IoT practitioners and their research for some time.

Literature review conducted by this present work shows that certain trends and patterns are starting to appear. A number of the empirical studies have been conducted in the area of IoT security; however limited research attention has been given to studies which offer cyber-security frameworks and/or guidance for adopters and practitioners to follow when executing IoT deployments particularly in mining environments. It would be beneficial to encourage the development of IoT security strategies, policies and frameworks that could give much needed guidance to the resources industry. Specifically the research proposed here shall seek to examine cyber-security and the IoT by analysing the converged IT/OT with IoT practices and their impacts on mining and infrastructure assets in Western Australia.

The next section aims to provide a tabularised summary of this studies literature review IoT concepts.

### 2.5 Literature review matrix

The IoT literature review matrix in Table 1 represents part of this research that has synthesised particular IoT concepts that are specific to this project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>IoT Concepts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IoT Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashraf and Habaebi [1]</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bekara [2]</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borges Neto et al. [4]</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen and Lien [5]</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al. [6]</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efremov et al. [8]</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elmaghraby and Losavio [9]</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foell et al. [10]</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grieco et al. [12]</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guo et al. [13]</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawk and Kaushiva [14]</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hernández-Ramos et al. [15]</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herterich et al. [16]</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamil and Zaki [17]</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. METHODOLOGY

This research study proposes to evaluate, by way of interview data and document analysis the existing practices and artefacts from selected organisations in Western Australia, where they concern IoT security, moving towards applicability for the localised, WA mining and infrastructure sector.

The study is tapping into the author’s extensive contacts across two decades within the industry. It is also targeting 15 very senior expert-practitioners towards data generation stemming from the responses to a list of 40 questions, developed from literature review; and 12 substantive/validated key-areas are developed for the larger sample group of 80-100 (WA mining and resources industry) participants, whom represent major stakeholders in the organisations’ IoT, IT/OT convergence and cyber-security decision making and some industry experts. Qualitative analysis is by Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). Document analysis complements this work; quantitative data validity of the analysed documents addresses multi-group, non-parametric, uncorrelated statistical analysis tools such as Chi square.

In order to achieve this main aim, a set of specific objectives has been developed:

- Determine the security issues which have arisen with the adoption of the IoT, specifically IT/OT convergence;
- Determine the strategies currently in use for IoT, IT/OT convergence and security;
- Identify operational requirements needed to operate in new IoT and IT/OT environments;
- Determine the current IoT and IT/OT security techniques deployed;
- Identify which standards, specifications, policies and frameworks have been adopted or developed in the case study organisations and how effective they are; and
- Determine the (case-study) organisations’ overall IoT, IT/OT convergence and OT cyber-security maturity.

3.1 Benefits

It is expected that at the conclusion of this project a number of clear tangible benefits will be recognised, they be;

- A coherent strategy for IoT security to be used for mining;
- A new standard for OT and IoT security, developed specifically for mining, to be considered by resources organisations;
- A logical IoT security policy framework; and
- Comprehensive recommendations for IoT security architectural solution sets, established for the mining industry.

It is probable that the development of these IoT and OT security strategies, policies and frameworks for the WA mining industry will give much needed guidance to the resources industry.

It is also likely that the beneficiaries of this study will range from mining/infrastructure technologies executives to OT engineers and those IT professionals charged with delivering secure outcomes for IoT and IT/OT convergence solutions.

| Jing et al. [18] | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ |
| Kai et al. [19] | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ |
| Lin et al. [20] | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ |
| Ndibanje et al. [23] | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ |
| Oh et al. [24] | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ |
| Qiu et al. [26] | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ |
| Qiuping et al. [27] | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ |
| Roman et al. [28] | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ |
| Rong et al. [29] | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ |
| Sanchez et al. [30] | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ |
| Shin [31] | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ |
| Sicari et al. [32] | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ |
| Yang et al. [34] | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ |
| Yinghua et al. [35] | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ |
| Yu-fang and Jin-xing [36] | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ |
| Yu et al. [37] | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ |

It is evident from the results of Table 1 that a number of studies already undertaken by researchers like Ashraf and Habaebi [1]; Chen and Lien [5]; Hawk and Kaushiva [14]; Hernández-Ramos et al. [16]; Oh et al. [24]; Qiu et al. [26]; Roman et al. [28]; Rong et al. [29]; Shin [31], and Sicari et al. [32] have addressed topics specifically concerning IoT standards, IoT cyber-security and security policies and frameworks in some form.

However, what they have lacked is these specific IoT concepts with their particular development and application to mining in Western Australia.

Identification of the gaps will help this research work toward a resolution of these exact differences.
CONCLUSION

Although this study is currently at its early stages, it has already begun to identify gaps in the current research concerning cyber-security for the IoT (namely structural-inadequacies, lack of standards and cyber-security vulnerabilities), with an emphasis on the mining and resources industry in WA. Evidence from a literature review has highlighted that security concerns are real and IoT standards are lacking, together these pose a material threat to mining operations if not addressed or mitigated. This study will once complete, provide tangible guidance on the governance, design and implementation of secure IoT solutions to the industry in Western Australia.
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